®

Everyone...
deserves quality at affordable prices.

“Frankly only Franklyn will do”

Frankly only Franklyn will do!
www.franklyn.net.au

How to accept a
Franklyn quote

For prompt processing, please
return a signed copy of the
following 3 steps, via email
to:retail.sales@franklyn.net.au
1 Acceptance of Order.
2 Existing products to be removed.
3 Franklyn terms & conditions.

* A deposit of 20% is

required. Payment can be
made by Visa, Master Card
(Please include CCV number)

Book a free
in-home
consultation
today.
Have an experienced consultant visit you
to provide a measure and quote.

* Alternatively payment

can be made via Direct
Deposit (use quote number
as a reference). Please see
payment box at the bottom of
your Detailed Quote.

Little things.
Big things.
Everything.
No interest ever.

Track your order
With Franklyn, you can now track your order from start to finish.
Order Placed
on date...

Manufacture
schedule date...

Installation
on date...

Job
complete

Another reason why... frankly only Franklyn will do!

Why frankly,
only Franklyn will do!

Better Choice

Rochedale factory

Since opening in 1987, we have continued to innovate and
improve our products so we can offer you Brisbane’s biggest range
of Blinds, Shutters, Awnings and Security screens. Having a bigger
variety to choose from means you’ll find exactly what you need
for your home at Franklyn.

Professional Advice
With so many factors to consider when choosing the right window
furnishings, you may feel a little overwhelmed by all the options.
To help you select the best solution for your home, our professional
staff will be by your side every step of the way.

Locally-owned Company
You’ll have peace-of-mind dealing with an independent, locallyowned company that has over 35 years experience in the industry.
With our showrooms based in Cleveland, Carseldine, North Lakes,
Tingalpa, Helensvale and Rochedale, we are never too far away
should you ever need us.

Convenience
Browse through our extensive product range at one of our local
showrooms or visit our website. Alternatively, take advantage
of our obligation-free consultation from the convenience of your
home, where you will receive advice, measuring and quotations.

Measuring & Installation
To ensure a quality finish and accurate fit, all of our products
are measured and installed to meet our meticulous standards.
This personalised service ensures your products will meet your
individual requirements.

National Security Screen Association
Franklyn are members of the National Security Screen Association
that ensures our security screens meet and exceed the Australian
standards.

NEXT GENERATION SECURITY SCREENS

XTRA PEACE OF MIND.
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Blinds

BOSTON BLOCKOUT - SILVER

Our range of Blinds include Rollers, Romans,
Sheer Elegance, Panel Glides,
Vertical Drapes, and Venetian Blinds,
Motorised Blinds
2
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SKYE BLOCKOUT - BLAZER

Single Roller Blinds
With an impressive range of colours and styles to
choose from, Roller Blinds can make a bold fashion
statement or blend unobtrusively in any room.
Our Roller Blinds are custom-made to your needs
and finished with colour coordinated accessories.
Create the look you want with a range of fabrics
that include plains, jacquards, textures and pattern
prints incorporating your choice of trims, cut-outs
or ring pulls.
Our Roller Blinds come with an easy-to-use chain
control, or for the ultimate in modern living, they
can be fully automated.
Roller Blinds can be combined with Roman Blinds
and Panel Glides in the same room, ensuring a
consistent theme.

BROADWAY LIGHT FILTER - NATURAL

Ask about our range of motorised blinds.

Dual Roller Blinds
Dual rollers, incorporate two blinds to a window,
allowing you the luxury of sunscreen by day and
privacy by night.
Roller Blinds can be combined with Roman Blinds
and Panel Glides in the same room, ensuring a
consistent theme.

SKYE BLOCKOUT - CHROME

SKYE LIGHT FILTER - SWAN
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PLAIN WHITE

Sheer Elegance Blinds
Sheer Elegance Blinds are a versatile alternative
to traditional Venetian and Roller Blinds. This
revolutionary blind is crafted from lightweight sheer
fabrics that combine opaque and transparent strips
to form a double layered blind.
The unique design of Sheer Elegance Blinds allows
the layers to move between varying levels of light
control and privacy so you can completely close
them or open them to allow a view between
the strips.
Available in a variety of fashion colours, Sheer
Elegance Blinds help soften daylight by reducing
glare and light entering the room.
Sheer Elegance Blinds can also be raised or
lowered to the desired height in the window
just like Roller Blinds.

MagicFix Roller Blinds
Franklyn’s New MagicFix Roller Blind System has
an innovative friction mechanism using tension
that magically sticks to your window reveals. The
roller blind top tube fittings have specially designed
friction pads that when adjusted, stick firmly to the
window reveals.
Franklyn MagicFix Roller Blinds are also perfect for
windows where there are ceramic tiles, granite,
marble or any other fragile material.

DAWN BLOCKOUT - SLATE
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BROOME UNCOATED - SNOW

Panel Glide Blinds
Panel Glide Blinds will transform any room with
their cultured, sophisticated look. Select from our
huge range of quality blockout or translucent lightfiltering fabrics, offering you better light control and
enhancing your room’s ambience.
This innovative shading solution for large windows,
sliding doors and bi-fold doors, looks fabulous in
ultra modern or traditional interior design themes.
What makes Panel Glide Blinds unique are their
wide panels that when open, stack neatly behind
one another allowing maximum light into the room.
When drawn into the closed position, they create a
complete fabric screen providing light control and
increased privacy.
Panel Glide Blinds can be combined with Roman
Blinds and Roller Blinds in the same room, ensuring
a consistent theme.

HAMPTON - SILVER SAND

Vertical Blinds
Vertical Blinds are easily the most practical blind
on the market, suited to most windows and door
openings with simple, easy-to-use wand or cord
controls that rotate the slats through 180° giving
absolute control over the light and the desired
level of privacy.
Manufactured to exacting quality standards, Vertical
Blinds are carefully crafted with the finest materials
to ensure a long, trouble-free life.
With a choice of hundreds of decorator colours,
patterns, plains, translucent or blockout fabrics,
they will complement any décor.

BERMUDA - SILKEN LACE

Locally made by real people.
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MERCURY BLOCKOUT
- WHITE

MERCURY UNCOATED - WHITE

Roman Blinds
Add the designer touch to any room with our stylish
Roman Blinds.
Incorporating superior operating systems to ensure
years of trouble-free use, our Roman Blinds are
durable and functional, using quality cordlock, pulley
and chain operations.
Featuring timber or aluminium battens, you can
create either a casual or formal look.
Select from our huge range of blockout, light filtering
or sunscreen fabrics, giving you better light control
which will enhance the ambience in your room.
Roman Blinds can be combined with Roller Blinds
and Panel Glides in the same room ensuring a
cohesive theme.

BROOME BLOCKOUT - NOMAD

Venetian Blinds – Aluminium
Aluminium Venetian Blinds offer a contemporary
look suited to modern or traditional décor. Practical
and stylish – you can transform any home or office
with our large range of decorator colours.
Venetian Blinds give you complete control of the
light in any space and they can also be easily raised
and locked into any position.
Our high quality painted Aluminium Venetians also
offer the advantage of being water resistant. The
result is a versatile 25mm blind, which is equally
suitable for use in wet areas and dry areas.
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Venetian Blinds –
PVC - Composite
Classic Venetian Blinds are one of the most
functional blinds. With a simple adjustment of
the tilt controls you can alter the view from total
privacy to subtle changes of light and shade.

Venetian Blind Colours
Franklyn Venetian Composite Blinds are available in
Timbalook Smooth White 63mm, Timbalook Smooth
White 50mm, Fashionwood White 50mm, Sterling
50mm, and Shale 50mm.
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Locally made by real people.
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Curtains

TRINIDAD SHEER - WHITE - TRIPLE PLEAT
HARRIS BLOCKOUT - FOG - TRIPLE PLEAT

Our range of Curtains include,
Sheer, Lining, Blockout and Triple Weave Fabrics,
Motorised Curtains

8
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SUPREMO SHEER - BLACK
WAVE FOLD

ODIN SHEER - MARBLE - WAVE FOLD

Single Track Curtains
Curtains are on trend again, and Franklyn has an
all new exclusive ‘Trendz’ fabric range that will
transform your room into an elegant environment
or a modern contemporary space.
Franklyn Single Track Curtains are available in a
square track style or a sleek curved tracked style that
has been designed perfectly to suit ceiling mounted
curtains.
Curtain styles available are:Wave Fold, Double Pleat, Triple Pleat, Box Pleat.
• Wave fold curtains bring a contemporary look and
soft ambient touch when using sheer fabrics.
• Box pleat curtains are a more modern curtain
style, and is popular amongst new and
contemporary home decor.
• Double or Triple pleat curtains are more traditional
and offer some elegance to a room.

WEYLANDS BLOCKOUT
- TRANQUIL - BOX PLEAT

TRIPLE PLEAT

Double Track Curtains
Enjoy the benefits of both Sheer and blockout fabrics
or choose two curtain styles with double track
curtains by Franklyn.
Various types of exclusive curtain fabrics are
available at Franklyn, such as sheer fabrics that bring
elegance to a room with the benefits of light control
and privacy, to blockout and triple weave fabrics that
block the light, and act as great insulation in both
summer and winter.

SUPREMO SHEER - GRAPHITE - WAVE FOLD
PRECISION BLOCKOUT - CINDER - BOX PLEAT

Locally made by real people.
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Shutters

Our range of Shutters include,
NuFusion PVC, Timber, and Aluminium

10
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Shutters – NuFusion PVC
NuFusion Shutters are elegant and functional
window coverings suited to any indoor area in
your home. By incorporating aluminium core
inserts in both the solid elliptical blade and panel
stiles, NuFusion Shutters deliver higher strength
and greater rigidity which prevents sagging and
distortion.
You have complete control of your living
environment by simply adjusting the blades – open
to allow the cooling effect of summer breezes or
close to retain heat in winter.
Available in fixed, hinged, sliding or bi-fold styles,
shutters also an excellent option for bay or corner
windows. NuFusion Shutters enhance both modern
and traditional architecture. Choose from our range
of 8 designer colours or select a custom colour to
suit your décor.
NuFusion Shutters come standard with a 20 year
warranty to give you added peace of mind. We
guarantee your shutters will not chip, crack, split or
distort and will look as good as new for many years.

114mm
89mm
64mm

Aluminium core
in louvre blades & panel styles

T-post

L-frame

Crown
Z-frame

Bull nose
Z-frame
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Shutters – Timber
Our internal Basswood timber shutters are naturally
beautiful yet energy efficient and functional. Suited
to any décor and style, Timber shutters will provide
your room with the ultimate transformation.
Our Timber shutters are manufactured in a range of
luxurious natural colours such as cedar, mahogany,
nature and redwood or an extensive range of
painted finishes. We can also provide custom stained
and painted colours for an exclusive window finish
for your room.
Choose from 63mm, 89mm or 114mm elliptical
blades in fixed, hinged, bi-fold or sliding
configurations for your window application.
Custom-made to your specifications and hand
finished using the highest quality lacquers and
coatings.

Continued...
Basswood shutters are also available in a range
of shaped panels such as Arch, Circle, Raked, and
many more. Our timber plantation shutters offer a
light weight natural timber solution that will look
stunning for many years.
For more information regarding the various shapes,
please talk to one of our consultants.
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Shutters – Aluminium
Franklyn External Shutters have been developed
specifically to withstand outside conditions and
extreme climates.
External Shutters make the most of your outdoor
living areas and are ideal for patios and decks
allowing you to control light, noise and privacy while
maintaining your view.

Our Aluminium Shutters
are custom-made to order
and constructed from high
quality materials
Aluminium will not splinter,
flake, peel, corrode, discolour
or warp.

Continued...
Made from powder-coated aluminium, they are
weather resistant and unaffected by long periods of
water contact – making them it ideal for external
applications.
Available in fixed blade or adjustable – they come in
a wide range of colours and profiles to complement
the outside of your home.
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Awnings

DOCRIL - 317

Our range of Awnings include Folding Arm,
Fixed Canopy, Auto Roll-Up, Drop-Arm, Patio,
Café, Louvre & Privacy Screens
14
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DOCRIL - 323

Poinciana Folding Awning
The Poinciana Awning is a fashionable retractable
awning that provides great sun protection with a
maximum projection of up to 3m and 5.8m width.
Available in either wall or ceiling installation with
manual or motorised operation.
When not required, the fabric awning can be
rolled discreetly out of sight, leaving no unsightly
structures.
The Poinciana Folding Arm Awning can also be
installed with pitch adjustment control.

DOCRIL - 114

Australia Folding Awning
The Australia Awning features easy to use pitch
control, so you can adjust to follow the setting sun.
The awning is standard with cost effective manual
operation or motorisation can be added so you can
control your awning with the touch of a button.
The Australia is available with a handy maximum
projection of up to 4.1m.
*Optional LED Arms are now available with the
Australia as an upgrade.
Weather box colours are standard in the colorbond
range or optional extra powder coat colours are
available.

Locally made by real people.
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Italian designed

Feng Folding Awning
The Feng is our new flagship awning. Featuring
a beautifully designed, rounded and enclosed
aluminium cassette, as well as the option of
integrated LED lighting.
With its rounded shape, this awning perfectly
suits any architectural context and the addition of
integrated lighting ensures it can easily be used
throughout the day and into the night.
The Feng’s patented design conceals all screws,
brackets and pins to ensure an unmatched finish
and premium aesthetic. The Feng is available with a
maximum width of up to 7m and a 3.65m projection.

Acmeda Motorisation

NEW CONTROLLER - PUSH 15

AUTOMATE APP

The NEW Automate® Push 15 series fuses luxury
with functionality and available in two premium
finishes – Gloss White and Matte Black to suit your
existing interior decor.

The Automate Pulse 2 App enables
sophisticated shade control straight from any
iOS or Android smart phone or tablet.

Featuring tactile easy
button control, lighting
up at the press, while
also offering favourite
position and group
channel options.

POWERED BY ARC
ARC™ (Automate Radio Communication) is
Rollease Acmeda’s proprietary, bi-directional
communication technology that brings the
Automate motorised shade systems together.

Somfy Motorisation

Situo RTS - Remote Control

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

Control all your solutions at once including your
folding arm awning. Available in 1, 2 and 5 channel
versions to control one or multiple products.

Enjoy the experience of controlling your
awning with a Somfy powered solution such as
your smart phone. Simply
operate your awning from
wherever you are in the
world, or set schedules to
automatically do it for you.

16
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Eolis 3D WireFree
100% wireless motion sensor for
external folding arm awnings.

With four striking colour options: Pure (white),
silver, gold and rose gold.

EZI-VIEW - ADRIATIC

All Kinds Of Outdoor Blinds
Outdoor Blinds are perfect for enclosing pergolas,
verandahs and outdoor living areas, providing
privacy and weather protection. We offer wire guide,
cord & pulley and various channel guides in a wide
range of fabrics and PVC materials.
Custom-made to suit your specific needs, Patio &
Café Awnings are designed to maximise the use of
your covered outdoor areas all year round without
creating a visual barrier.

EZI-VIEW - BLACK

Outdoor Blinds can add a new
dimension to the exterior of
your home by offering a
visually attractive solution
to weather protection.
Choose from various fabric
colours to create the desired
effect.

Italian designed

The Frame Awning
Frame is a retractable roofing system, designed for
ultimate sun protection.
With the use of a high-pressure gas spring system,
the Frame has rattle-free movement and constant
tension across the length of the system, ensuring
the fabric always remains smooth and taut.
Frame is configured with our signature side guide
technology, z-Lock™, providing superior tension
across all four sides of the fabric and preventing any
undesired rippling or sagging on larger applications.
Sizes available with z-Lock™ - up to 6m x 6m.

Locally made by real people.
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EZI-VIEW - ADRIATIC

Auto Roll-Up Fabric Awnings
Protect your home and cut down your cooling
expenses with Australian-made Automatic Roll-Up
Fabric Awnings.
Fabric Awnings reduce the total heat load on
and in your house, minimising the need for
supplementary cooling. Your valuable carpets,
curtains and furniture will be protected from
direct or reflected sun damage.
The close-fitting design of this versatile and
attractive awning makes it an excellent choice
for windows, offering the benefits of optimum
privacy and sun protection.
Easy function, self-locking arms enable simple
shade adjustment, and when the sun goes
down, the Auto Roll-Up Awnings can be rolled away
neatly into a head box.

DOCRIL - 014

DOCRIL - 014

DOCRIL - 317

Drop-Arm Fabric Awnings
Our Drop-Arm Fabric Awnings are an ideal solution
for shading any type of window.
Drop-Arm Awning arms pivot in an arc, extending
and retracting the fabric skin providing protection for
your windows. The benefits come from the larger
area between the awning and the window, enabling
greater air circulation.
Elegant Drop-Arm Awnings are an excellent
solution to reducing the total heat load to your
home, resulting in more comfortable temperatures
during the day whilst protecting your valuable
carpet and furnishings from the fading effects
of ultraviolet rays.

18
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DOCRIL - 014

Fixed Canopy Fabric Awnings
Fixed Canopy Fabric Awnings provide an attractive
solution to the damage caused by Australia’s harsh
climate. Made from durable materials, Fixed Canopy
Awnings offer shade and added protection from rain.
Available in a wide range of fabrics including
block colours and stripes.

Add those final touches wtih a
beautiful custom made fabric
awning.
Choose from various fabric
colours on offer to create the
desired effect.

Fixed Canopy Metal Awnings
Fixed Canopy Metal Awnings provide an alternative
low-cost solution to the damage caused by
Australia’s harsh climate.
Produced from multi-rib cross-section Tru-steel
panels, its rigid strength will provide greater wind
resistance and protection against hail and storm
damage. Ideal to protect entry ways or patios
from the elements.
With our large range of Colorbond colours to choose
from and the ability to mix and match panels,
you can create a unique look for your home.

Locally made by real people.
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Louvre Awnings – Aluminium
Aluminium Louvre Awnings are light and durable
and are an ideal way to control privacy whilst at
the same time not obstructing air flow or the view.
Aluminium Louvre blades also reflect up to 90% of
the heat normally transmitted through a window,
which can significantly reduce energy costs for
your home.
By choosing an Adjustable Louvre Awning you have
the luxury of controlling the amount of light, heat
and privacy you require by manually adjusting the
louvre panels. This can be operated internally or
externally.
White

White Birch

Primrose

Surfmist

Merino

Doeskin

Metro Silver

Monument

Wilderness

Caufield Green

Textura® Black

Woodgrain
*Additional cost

* Standard colours above are an indication only and may appear
different on paper or on screen to the actual powder coated colours.

Available in a range of standard or custom powdercoated colours, Aluminium Louvre Awnings provide
a stylish modern finish to your home.
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Aluminium Privacy Screens
Franklyn Aluminium Privacy Screens are a modern,
seemless design that will add value to your home.
Suited to gate features, presentation walls, fencing
and privacy screening, they are often used as
features or highlights in modern architecture.
Aluminium Privacy Screens are available in either
flat or louvred styles with 65mm elliptical slats.
Flat style Privacy Screens come with a choice of
10mm or 20mm spacing depending on the level
of privacy required.
A unique alternative to timber, aluminium is
weather resistant and will not splinter, flake,
peel, corrode, discolour or warp.

Aluminium Privacy screens will help you feel
more comfortable in your home while still being
architecturally appealing.
You can still enjoy the view without reducing
light or air.

White

Surfmist

Primrose

Merino

Metro Silver

Monument

Textura® Black

Woodgrain
*Additional cost

* Standard colours above are an indication only and may appear different on paper or on screen to the actual powder coated colours.

What some of our customers have said:
“...the guys who installed all of our orders were terrific! They cleaned up the mess every time.
Thanks for your professionalism and speedy service.”
Lisa & Scott
“We don’t normally write letters of praise but we wanted to let you know how happy we were
with every stage of dealing with your company....everyone was very friendly and efficient in
their jobs. We would have no hesitation in recommending you.”
Rob & Trudi
“This was my third purchase from Franklyn. I have the highest regard for your staff, and to date
I have had complete satisfaction with your products and service.”
Rex
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Security Screens

Our range of Security includes ArmourX™ Security Screens,
Hinged Doors, Sliding Doors, Stacker Doors,
Diamond Grille, Decorative Doors
22
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ArmourX™ Security Screens
Since 1987 Franklyn has been a leading manufacturer of
Security Screens here in Brisbane, and we are proud to
introduce you to our very own ‘Next Generation Security
Screen’ ArmourX™.

NEXT GENERATION
STRENGTH

Made locally here in Brisbane and exclusive to Franklyn,
ArmourX™ security screens exceed the Australian
standard, giving you peace of mind when you are
looking for that right choice for your family.

EXCEEDS AUSTRALIAN
STANDARDS

For more information ask to see the ArmourX™ brochure.
ArmourX

ArmourX Plus

*Independently tested

Hinged Doors

Fixed Windows

Colour Range
Custom Black Matt

Anodic Natural Matt

Woodland Grey Matt

Pearl White Gloss

Monument Matt

Paperbark Satin

Sliding and Stacker Doors

Xcape Exit Screens
Primrose Gloss

Surfmist Matt

Ultra Silver Gloss

Clear Anodised

White Birch Gloss

Bronze Anodised

Customise your ArmourX™ Security Screen by choosing from a range of frame colours and lock hardware to match
your home. Ask to see our ArmourX brochure, or find out more at www.franklyn.net.au
*Special powdercoat colours are an optional extra and additional costs apply.

Woodgrain *Additional Cost
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7mm Diamond Grille Security
Add value to your home with the strength of
Franklyn 7mm Diamond Grille security screens
for doors and windows.
Diamond Grille Security is a popular and economical
solution to provide a physical barrier to discourage
intruders from your home.
Built with 7mm high-grade aluminium, Franklyn
Diamond Grille Security is tempered for greater
strength, resulting in added toughness.
It is virtually maintenance free with grilles and
frames available in a range of modern colours.
Choose from:

Screwed Diamond Grille
Screwed Diamond Grille is fixed with high
tensile screws into a deep reinforced frame,
engineered to absorb a number of impacts and
to prevent the grille coming away from its frame.

Welded Diamond Grille
Welded Diamond Grille is welded to a heavy-duty
frame and is powdercoated in a colour of your
choice.

Decorative Doors
Decorative Doors, featuring a variety of styles,
patterns and colours, will add a touch of personal
style and individuality to your home.
The moulding process allows for intricate designs
that feature low-maintenance aluminium to achieve
a thick and solid finish.
Rust will never be a problem, as Decorative
Doors are made from gravity die cast aluminium
– also known for its strength and durability.
Decorative Doors come standard with insect
screening but can be combined with Clawproof
mesh or stainless woven mesh security screens for
added strength and safety.

Examples of popular door designs – speak to your Franklyn Sales Consultant to view the
extensive range of Decorative Door designs available.
24
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Other Security options
2

1

1 Triple Security Locks
Franklyn hinged and sliding doors can be
installed with 3-point locks to deter even the
most persistent intruder. Comes standard on
stainless steel mesh security screens and is an
optional extra on Diamond Grille and Decorative
Doors.
2 Prowler Guard
Prowler Guard prevents intruders sticking their
fingers through mesh on diamond grille screens
and accessing the lock on the inside. Made from
clear polycarbonate, Prowler Guard is fitted
around the handle of your door lock.

3

4

3 Petway Pet Doors
A pet door is a convenient way to allow small
to medium-sized pets to move freely between
inside and outside of the home. Pet doors
are built into the security door in a position
of your choice. Available in a range of colours
and sizes.
4 Clawproof Mesh
Clawproof mesh is made from heavy duty PVC
coated polyester and is resistant to tears and
damage from household pets and children.
It can also be useful on doors and windows that
are in high traffic areas, such as sliding screen
doors.

Everyone...
deserves quality at affordable prices.

For more information and showroom locations visit
www.franklyn.net.au
or simply call (07) 3245 9200
NORTH LAKES
07 3708 1666

CARSELDINE

07 3261 6122

TINGALPA

07 3708 1655

CLEVELAND

07 3708 1660

ROCHEDALE

07 3245 9200
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HELENSVALE
07 5639 0300

